
 The End  

 

V1-  
You stole lives to further realize your place at the top of the game 
You gave rise to the ones left behind and you drowned them in a river of pain 
The stigma that you labeled them with will haunt you for the rest of your life 
You politicians with your sick ambitions don’t realize that they hold the knife 
 
PC- 
Oooh they hold the knife  
 
CH- 
Stand up  
Rub it in their face 
Stand up 
Fucking burn this place 
Stand up  
Scream that you won’t take anymore 
 
Stand up 
It’s time to confess 
Stand up  
You’re just like the rest  
Stand up  
Can’t hide cuz we’re the same in the end  
 
V2-  
now that I’ve got your attention I wanna say that you left us no choice  
This counter culture of hidden vultures will finally be given a voice 
The outcasts that you try and displace is tired of being left behind 
So instead of the street for a bed they’re demanding a meaningful life  
 
Ch-  
Oooh a meaningful life  
 



 Save Me  

 

V1-  
When we all have our reason 
We don’t need a book 
Assume your confusion  
But you’ll never be right, you’ll never be right  
 
A spiritual probation  
with nowhere else to look 
implies authorization 
but you’ll never be right, you’ll never be right  
 
 
PC- 
Preach Preach salvation  
Repent repent your sins 
 
CH- 
Sinister lies, impossible lives 
Command me to your will 
It’s beautifully phrased, surrender your days 
Condemned to burn in hell 
Just try and save me  
 
V2- 
A celestial dictator 
Commands for complete surrender 
Imposed onto others 
But you’ll never be right, you’ll never be right  
 
PC2- 
Preach, preach redemption  
Confess confess your sins  
 
Bridge- 
And i don’t wanna be saved, I think your world’s a disgrace 
Preaching guilt and shame 
And there will never be peace, with religious beliefs 
You’ll never save me  



 

 

Ryan’s Song  
 

V1- In a world that’s sick and twisted 
in a world where no one cares 

there is one light  
 

In a world of death and darkness 
a place full of disease  

I look into his eyes  
 

PC- I’d be dead without you  
There is no life without you  

 
 
 

CH- He saves my life  
before he even knows im dying  

when I can’t breathe  
He fills the air around me  

 
Throughout the night  

He hears me when Im screamin’ 
The more I fight  

the more I really need him  
 

V2-In a fight with all who’s living  
No one else understands  

We did alone  
 

In the end there’s nothing missing  
In a life full of demands 

he is my home  
 

PC- I would die without him  
There is no life without him  

 
  



 

 

 



 

 

World of Make Believe 
 
V1- circumstances keep you living in a fantasy  
evil creatures try to bait you with their candy  
always trying to keep you trapped 
 
from early on life’s a tale made for everyone 
what you desire is created to keep you numb 
always crawling through broken glass  
 
CH- sleep through the night  
don’t wanna forget the fight 
and try too break free 
cuz I can’t take it  
 
Live out my life 
in a place where we have rights 
and I wanna be 
in a world of make believe  
 
V2- flip the switch and all your dreams shatter on the ground 
no point in fighting when you’re travelling against the crowd 
faceless monsters capture everything  
 
poison apples kill the child that’s left inside 
politicians use the law as a place to hide 
above the clouds can’t do anything  
 
CH2-sleep through the night 
don’t wanna wake up alright 
how hard could it be to try and fake it 
live out my life in a place I feel alive 
oh could it be a word of make believe  



 

 

Questions  
 

V1- They asked how did this happen 
What was she wearing that night  

was there a witness 
did she flight 

 
Was she walking in an alley  

was she prepared to be alone 
was she stalked from the shadows 

did she try to run home  
 

PC- These are the questions 
but where are the answers 

instead of just asking 
they try and just blame her 

 
CH- They think it’s a game 

by placing the blame 
and glamourizing scars and battles 

 
Then after the fact  

the alleys stay black 
innocence dies in the shadows  

 
V2- they ask how was she beaten  

was she asking for it 
did her clothes speak for her 
could she have tried to stop it  

 



 Denying Eyes 

 

V1-  
Dont think the past is forgotten 

Dont think the pain still doesnt exist  
It lingers in the streets, like venom 

 
Walk past discrimination 
Stop to identify the weak 

And only time can save them 
 

PC- 
Blinded By, Denying Eyes 
Blinded By, Denying Eyes  

 
CH- 

Looking around at all the fear 
When will the streets stop bleeding 

Broken faces, cry no tears 
The air is void of feeling  

 
V2- 

Don’t judge what you don't understand 
There’s a past we cannot change 

The hate kills from inside, like poison 
 

Today it’s not much better 
We condemn what we create 

They’re walking down the path that we gave them  
 

PC 
 

CH2- 
Can’t break free from all these chains 

No fucking plan for healing 
Bloody sidewalks leave a stain  

Each empty crack revealing truth  
 

CH3-  
This world is rotting from within 
How do we stop the bleeding 
No other choice but to give in 
Until the hate comes after you  

 



 Monster  

 

V1-  
I hear their whispers 
I feel their eyes 
I taste their envy 
I smell their lies 
 
I’ll face this stigma 
They gave to me 
Design my tombstone 
And just let me be  
 
PC- 
With every single word you stay 
I lay here breathless 
Only to wake another day  
And share this message 
 
CH- 
If you want a monster 
Something that crawls out of the nigh 
Expecting me to fail again 
 
If you want a nightmare 
Something that makes you wanna hide 
No soul is in there 
That human quality has died 
 
V2-  
They had me buried 
They kept me low 
Swallowed in darkness 
Nowhere to go 
 
PC- 
With every single word you say 
I lay here waiting 
Only to rise another day 
No more hesitating  



 

 

Plastic Smile  
 

Intro: take his money go and spend it on yourself  
buy a plastic smile, he’ll love your plastic smile  

picture perfect you could look like someone else 
get that plastic smile, love your plastic smile  

 
 

V1- money lies a chance to make them like you  
real fake photoshop in something new 
stare compared recreated one by one 
vain ego a project that’s never done  

 
PC- The constant pressure of superficial ignorance  

we become obsessed, we become obsessed  
with expectations that we cant meet 

all because of corporate greed  
there is no rest  

 
CH- i see a distorted version of myself with a plastic smile 

with a plastic smile  
and i can purchase perfect from a drugstore shelf  

for that plastic smile for that plastic smile  
 

V2- fat thin feel the pressure around your neck  
puppets fools starve yourself to try and look your best  

love hate the unrealistic expectations  
self indulge in hallow discrimination 

 
PC 

 
CH2- we don’t have to inject poison in ourselves 

for a plastic smile, for a plastic smile 
and our choices should not come from someone else  

no more plastic smiles, no more plastic smiles  



 Put Him Down    

 

V1- He said I was ignorant  
but he was wrong 
they called me a bitter woman 
cuz I wouldn’t go along 
 
with what he expects from me 
now that man is gone 
 
V2- I’be been drowning for many years 
Ive been enslaved by a man 
when the water came pouring in 
well I ran yah I ran  
cuz what he had done too me 
no woman could stand  
 
CH- I put up with so much disgrace 
his evil corrupted my faith  
so I had to put him down  
 
The bruises grew dark on my face 
but before I could find a new place 
I had to put him down  
 
CH2- I’m finished with all this disgrace 
I was ready to find a new place 
so I had to put him down 
 
I remember the look on hid face 
He’ll be buried the rest of his days 
six feet in the ground  



 

 

Perfect Storm 
 
V1- I will carry all the weight 
I will determine my own path 
I’ll be mighty  
 
I’ll take control of my fate 
don’t need a hand to grasp 
cuz I have plenty  
 
PC- When the speculation calls  
and reason starts to fall  
the perfect storm explodes around us  
 
CH- I have nothing left to lose 
Im not a follower  
and I will continue to break through  
Can’t fucking fear no more  
 
V2- I’ll be relentless in the cold  
won’t be afraid, must be bold  
cuz im sick of waiting  
 
PC2- I will trust my own beliefs 
I  will be strong, I won’t be weak  
as the perfect storm explodes around us  
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